
Egg Hunt



In this pack you get everthing you need to have an 
eggs-ceptional, eggs-citing Easter egg hunt! 

Contents:

1. Cut out signs
 - Start & Finish Signs
 - Arrows
 - Props

2. Activity Page

3. Clue Cards

4. Blank Cards



2. Activity Page

3. Clue Cards

4. Blank Cards Start

Stick the sign onto a lollipop 
stick or any old stick!



Stick the sign onto a lollipop 
stick or any old stick!

Finish



Hide our Lidl Easter chick Chloe in 
the hunt and attach a clue to it! 



Move Óisin the Lidl Easter Bunny 
around the trail of the Egg Hunt 
when the kids aren’t looking.



Let the kids take a break 
with our Easter Lamb 
Larry. Read a storybook 
about Spring, Easter or a 
Farmyard tale.
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Fold Fold
Seletope or safety pin the 
white section of the bunny 
ears to kids hats and hair-
bands, attach the bunny 
tail to their clothes with a 
safety pin!
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Get the kids 
to glue some 
cotton wool on 
top of the tail to 
make it fluffy



Make a replica of Chloe’s beak. Cut out 
the triangle fold down centre. Punch a 
hole on two ends and attach a piece of 
ribbon or string to each side



Make multiple copies of this Egg and get the kids to decorate it with colours, 
paints and mixed media. Punch a whole in the top and tie some string or 
ribbon. Then hang from trees and windows. You can then write clues on the 
back! 



This Way

Print multiple copies and attached to sticks. 
If the kids are old enough get them to prepare 
all the cut-outs with supervision of course.

This Way

This Way

This Way



Have a 
 ‘Hoppy’ 
  Easter


